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From the Editor
Put the kettle on.  Make tea. Open a packet of Jaffa 
Cakes (Tim Tams are allowed).  Because… we are 
back!

Following much distraction, infighting, a few 
actual fist fights, a Christmas party that ended up 
with people being fingerprinted and bare arses 
being photocopied, staff payment issues (these are 
ongoing), losing our original premises and 
allegations that are yet to resolved in court (don’t 
ask… it wasn’t my idea to bring the Alsatian…
nor the bishop… nor the nun), Hit The Mark 
makes a bold return to its loyal readers and fans. 

From our penthouse offices overlooking The Yarra 
our 50 journalists can really feel at ease and 
literally on top of their world.  The facilities come 
with swimming pool, gym, sauna and believe it or 

not its very own knitting pattern support groups.  
Bliss indeed.  We are as happy as sand boys and 
ready to crush your J24 sailing news deficit like a 
grape under a stiletto.  We will try to put a smile on 
your face and wood in your hand.  We will try to 
make you smile and perchance to shed a tear.  We 
will try to include as much rumor, hearsay, 
innuendo, trash talk, gossip and lies as we possibly 
can.  We shall try to provide insight, prediction and 
when in panic… utter guesswork and make no 
apology for such.  Follows now is a warning.  If 
you are easily offended, buckle up, dry your eyes, 
put your toys back in the pram and brace 
yourself… just when you think it cannae get any 
worse… it will.

Doug MacGregor
Editor

J24 Australian 
Championships 2018
…are coming to Sandringham Yacht Club!!!  
Ahead of our usual three yearly rotation with 
South Australia and NSW we in Victoria are hosting 
The Australian Championships.   The dates are 3rd 
to the 7th of January.  There’ll be more details in 
our next issue, but in the meantime, something we 
can all help with is finding sponsors.  This isn’t an 
easy shout.  Please run any contacts or ideas 
through any committee members as they then 
have to run it by the Club to check for conflict of 
interest with sponsors who are already in place at 
SYC before any progress can be made.

Hold the date!

One of the main reasons we have pushed to move 
the Nationals to Victoria for 2018 is the presence of 
the Volvo Round the World fleet in their quick 
stopover in Melbourne.  They are scheduled to 
leave our fair city—and stop drinking our 
coffee—on January 2nd.

“So what” you say.  Well, we may be playing with 
them for a bit.  Hold these dates.  December 28, 29 
and 30 for the Volvo Round.   Details will follow!

Where’s Wally?    
Where’s Suda?????
Since we slipped off into our mothball/timeout, the 
Suda/Landes partnership have walked away from 
J24 sailing.  Who saw that one coming?  Winners of 
9 Vic States, 1 NSW states, 1 SA States and 3 
Australian Championships.  We shall miss the 
Pacemaker crew and boat very much but we wish 
them well in their new ventures and are sure they 
will dominate whatever they turn their bow 
towards.  Lang may your spinnaker fly boys!!!!  
They leave behind an unparalleled record and a 
legacy than can only be summed up in one word:  
Domination.
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2017 MONJON J24 Victorian 
State Championships
And the new order begins.  The Prince is gone…
Hail Brendan The Bold on By The Lee.  The much 
lauded and constant bridesmaid of the Vic fleet 
until now, finally, and with great authority, nailed 
his first state title over the weekend 22/23 April.  Mr 
Lee, and his crew of Trent Adamson, Bec Neville, 
Luke Thompson and Luke Stocker, pulled away 
from Arthur Crother’s Kaotic on the final day with 
some very skillful light air sailing that the NSW 
crew just couldn’t get their heads around.  Local 
Knowledge played its part just as it had in NSW 
when Brendan finished in third place at the 2017 
Australian Championships to Sean Guanaria who 
was second in that championships and thus the 
tables were turned… NOTE:  Sean is CEO of Doyle 
Sails, and they’re the sails Brendan uses… end of 
sales/sails pitch.

Adding to this sense of realignment making itself 
felt at the Vic titles was John Neville, AKA; The 
Quiet Man, on Vice Versa taking third place from 
under the bow of our very much respected Hugo 
Ottaway.  Johnny stole it with a bullet on the last 
day when the wind was lighter than an angel’s 
breath and tactics were but a coin toss.  He picked 
the wind and went to gybe when no one else did, 
when his crew were fighting like it was Saturday 
night in Glasgow and all reason pointed the other 
way.   This saw him sail over the shortened course 
line at the first bottom mark/gate and win.  Vice 
Vera’s result is a huge shout for those in the fleet 
who have come to sailing late in life and who 
haven’t been in boats since they were eight years 

old and who have tried their very best in this very 
tough and difficult sport.  Hard work, application 
and never giving up go a long, long way.  No insult 
intended but definitely one for the peloton there!

The new broom also saw J Force climb up into the 
top ten, which is to be applauded and makes 
skipper Warren Campbell’s move in buying 
Pacemaker a good one.  Great also to see 
Hyperactive not just make it to the start line but 
get up to 7th place following their dismasting in 
February.  Their new stick finally was slotted into 
place on the pre-race Friday around 6pm!  
Gridlock.  Again, a solid performance and lots to 
be proud of.   And hey Gridlock and Code 
Violation boys… hang around after racing the 
next time and have a beer with us. We don’t bite.

Of course, part of the state titles is the Thommo 
Cup.   If you are not in the know… The cup is 
contested between Ronnie Thompson and Janette 
Syme, they are brother and sister… think 
Americas Cup… but think tiny. This year Ronnie 
whitewashed Janette.  He pulled her pants down (I 
didn’t actually see that but I heard that it really 
happened) and a thrashing was issued. 

It is rumored… repeat RUMORED that our states 
next year will fall on Labor Day weekend and be a 
three day event… couple that to almost guaranteed 
summer sea breezes and we have the elimination 
of a day of Autumn floppy cock, and we are on for 
a great championships.  Be gone balmy regatta that 
drives us all barmy… welcome Summer Zeniths.

Please check out Simon Grain’s much more 
technical and informed article on the State Titles 
elsewhere in this publication.

The various states of social…
Our new social convener, Bruce Alexander has hit 
his straps like a cowboy slappin’ ass!  The 
traditional States party on the Saturday night hit a 
new high.  Bruce managed to get us into The 
Harbor View Restaurant at the club for $20 a head! 
(NOTE… the Association subbed this by $10/head 
so don’t talk about value for money).  It was cosy, 
beautifully lit, crews were close to each other, the 
service was fantastic, and the food was out of this 
world.  Some partied on into the night, some got a 
lift home from the bar staff.  

Reports say that a text from a crew member to a 
skipper said “I am home… but why do I have 
your house keys?”  Another read “Dear Wife… this 
is awkward…where do we live?… the UBER bloke 
needs to know”.  

Well done Bruce and the committee.  Sunday’s 
presentation BBQ was excellent too.  Rowdier than 
a rodeo, enough food for an army and free grog… 
can’t go wrong.  John Neville did his usual 
excellent job as Master of Ceremonies, which 
included the tricky task of awarding himself third 
place.  The challenges of life, eh?!
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Measure me this…
For Fuck’s Sake.  We have to measure boats or the 
whole idea of one design J24’s will disintegrate.  
The boats have all to be the same.  The.  Same.  

Please just work with the measurer not against 
him.  He or she has a job to do and needs your 
help and your speed and readiness to be part of 
that.  Moans and groans and protests that “we are 
always 20kgs over” are not helpful.  Arguments 
about whether you have one fire extinguisher or 
two aren’t helpful.  The rules are to be obeyed, the 
law of the bay has to be adhered to and Cat 6 has 
to be ticked off.  Your measurer didn’t invent all of 
that, they are there to make sure your boat is safe 
and your crew are kitted out in an emergency and 
that your racing weight especially is fair, and 
within the rules, to make the racing equitable.  It 
is tedious, granted, but believe me it is way more 
tedious for the measurer than you.

Winter is coming… 

So… the dates are on the Club web site but here 
they are again:  June  4th, 8th
 July  2nd, 16th, 30th
 August  13th, 27th
 September  10th, 24th

FREE ENTRY 30% drops

Some argue that Winter actually provides much 
better racing than Summer… steadier early 
morning winds that are unaffected by the heat of 
the land.  Sounds about perfect.  So slip on your 
thermals, bring your thermos and be there!

The Sound of Musical Boats
OK… so… our much missed Mary McCauley sold 
her share of Hyperactive to Kirsty Harris, (long 
time helmswoman of the same boat) who now 
owns that illustrious J24 with Robyn Coombs, who 
has been a founding and part owner since 2006.  
This is the third partnership we’ve seen on Hyper’ 
and I am sure it will be the most successful.  
Warren Campbell bought Pacemaker from the 
indefatigable Suda/Landes/Team ‘we won 
everything’ and renamed it J Force.  Warren’s old 
boat, the old J Force, has been sold to–new to the 
class–Darren Cutts.  (see next article)

Chalks away for Joyride!
We asked Darren Cutts, the new owner of the old J 
Force–the boat is now named Joyride–to 
introduce himself and give us a picture of his 
sailing interest and history.  We asked for bullet 
points… he gave ’em.

■  Started dingy sailing during 2012 after taking a 
break from flying 

■  Sailing made sense for a Pilot as it has a lot in 
common with flying - weather, wind, mechanical 
and electrical systems, maintenance, safety, 
judgement and accurate steering.

■  During 2013 started keelboat sailing as crew on 
a 23ft One Design Ruffian at the Royal Hong 
Kong Yacht Club and raced regularly in the 
amazing and very busy Hong Kong Harbour.

■  The Ruffian is a 23 foot cruiser/racer. It was 
designed in Northern Ireland in the 1970’s with 
sailing in the Irish Sea in mind. There are fleets 
of Ruffians in Northern Ireland, Dublin and 
Hong Kong.

■  Was interested after returning to Australia to 
continue sailing One Design due to the 
enjoyment, challenge and great camaraderie 
which is common in this style of racing.

■  Was fortunate to meet a number of great J24 
Skippers at SYC which eventually led me to 
buying the former J Force from Warren Campbell.

■  Warren suggested now that I was a J24 owner 
would I be interested in racing in the Victorian 
J24 State Championships in a few weeks? Why not.

Hit the Mark!
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Some broad notes
RACING WEIGHT.  Minimum; 1330kgs. (sails 
off, life jackets off, NO personal belongings) boat 
completely dry, sheets dry.  

DRY WEIGHT. Minimum 1270kgs.  Everything 
off the boat except; sheets, blocks (main, 
spinnaker, genoa and jib) and spinnaker pole.  
Compasses and radios can only be included in this 
if they are fixed fittings.  

Check the J24 rule book for greater details 
regarding, for example, J length (2925mm MAX), 
mast 400mm (MINIMUM) measurement, forestay 
length (8670mm MAX).  Find out what that all 
means and how they are measured and you’ll be a 
long way forward.  And help your measurer 
enormously. 



■  In hindsight, it was probably a little crazy 
entering when there was limited time to prepare, 
going to be virtually zero J24 experience on 
board, a new boat to learn, no real knowledge 
of Port Phillip Bay sailing, and up against an 
experienced and competitive J24 fleet. 

■  Was very grateful for all the assistance from 
Warren Campbell and other J24 Skippers I had 
met in various ways who offered to source crew, 
allowed me to compare and measure yachts, 
offered practice sessions, practical tips on how 
to sail J24’s effectively, and assisting with 
registration requirements, and more.

■  With only hours left for J24’s to be in the water 
for the start of the regatta Joyride was finally 
ready with crew confirmed.

■  Knowing by now what we were up against,  
the objective for the regatta was kept simple –
just don’t come last! And fortunately, we didn’t 
this time.

Slippin’ from the Committee
After 7 years of service on the Committee in one way, 
shape or form, Doug MacGregor has resigned from 
his post as State Measurer.  He intends to put his 
hand up again in at the AGM Oct 2018 for office 
after enjoying “a rest” on an ocean of pillows whilst 
eating boxes of fondants.   His idea of needing a 
break is a laugh really as his physical labours 
wouldn’t tax an embryo. 

Wanna sail?    
You’ve got to be a member
Once again membership-gate raised its ugly head 
during our recent state titles.  All memberships 
presented at the states that were eventually agreed 
upon complied with the ISAF rules but only after 
much explanation, re-explanation and good old 
black and white facts.  As the Nationals approach, 
here are the facts about any and all crew being 
able to participate in our regattas.

FACT ONE. All crew must hold Sailing 
Australia membership.

This means that any member of your crew must be 
a member of a sailing or yacht club that affords 
that crew member membership of Sailing Australia 
membership and by extension a Sailing Australia 
number (used to be called a YA number).  Further 
meaning that they MUST be a member of a club, 
somewhere in Australia. This is an ISAF rule and it 
is immoveable and we as a class are fully signed 
up for those and adhere to them.

FACT TWO. Crew cannot sail more than 
12 times at SYC without becoming a 
member at SYC.

If you are a member of a Yacht Club on Port 
Phillip Bay you can buy day passes at SYC for as 
long as you want or need to keep racing J24s.  
NOTE:  Yacht Club, NOT OTB/sailing club. Being a 
member at another yacht or sailing or OTB or 
windsurfing club (outside of the bay) is not a back 
door to using the facilities at SYC.  Those in the 
latter category eventually will have to join SYC.

FACT THREE.   Day passes cannot be used 
at J24 regattas.

To sail in a J24 regatta you need to comply with 
ISAF rules.  To do that you have to be a member of 
a yacht club and hold a SA number.  ‘Casual’ club 
or day pass memberships do not provide that and 
therefore do not qualify the holder of such.

FACT FOUR.  To sail in our regattas all 
crew must be members of the J24 
Association of Australia.

Whether your crew is sailing every week or just 
hopping on board for one regatta, any and all crew 
must be a member of the J24 Association of 
Australia.  It only costs $50 and is quite simply 
cheap at twice the cost.  There’s no way around this 
so please don’t ask committee members if there is.

ADDING THE FACTS

Your crew members, at bare minimum, must be 
members of a SA club ‘somewhere’ and also fully 
paid up members of The J24 Association.  Members 
means actual members, not ‘applying for’ or 
‘about to apply’ or ‘thinking about applying’ or 
‘have lodged an application to join’ but they must be 
bona fide and qualified members.  You’ve got more 
than 6 months until the nationals.  Get it sorted.

So speaketh the National 
President.
It is the end of another successful sailing season 
with variable weather from 30 knots with a 
three-metre swell in the NSW Championships to a 
drifter and then no wind on the final day of the 
Victorian titles.  

There have been positive changes in the fleets.  We 
have seen the continual emergence of the Cronulla 
fleet and since the National titles, two new 
members, both experienced sailors, have joined the 
local fleets.  So watch out next season.  Also a 
current J owner is looking overseas to acquire his 
next J24, something to definitely keep an eye on in 
terms of the overall cost of the project.  I encourage 
all J sailors to think about heading to Cronulla for 
the June long weekend to join in the short course 
regatta.  Billeting can be arranged.  Just ask.

The Melbourne fleet numbers have stabilised, 
however this year we have seen outstanding 
performances from several new recruits to sailing, 
showing up the old timers.  The enthusiasm of the 
youth and increased female participation bodes 
well for the future of the class at Sandringham.  
The Sydney fleet retains several of the experienced J 
sailors but suffers from the lack of a central focal 
point.  The talent pool is still of a high standard 
and expectations are for a very classy NSW 
Championship on the harbour in November.   

In Adelaide, the fleet is still building and saw 9 
boats in the recent SA titles.  It is always an 
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enjoyable event and hopefully next year can see a 
better Melbourne participation in their state 
championships.

With the departure of David Suda, the strength of 
the J fleet now resides with the Sydney fleet which 
filled four of the top seven places at the National 
titles this year.  Sean Kirkjian showed again why he 
is so highly regarded by taking the title with a race 
to spare from Shane Guanaria sailing Kaotic.  It 
was pleasing the see the rise of Brendan Lee who 
took a well deserved third placing relegating a 
previous National Champion Steve Girdis to fourth 
place.  A total of 7 boats participated from 
Melbourne which was a fantastic effort.

There are still some good boats available for 
purchase, especially in Cairns offering two high 
class Js.  Distance is an issue but for a little effort, 
the long terms benefits and results may be a 
surprise to the purchaser. 

The National committee has undertaken a project 
to investigate moving away from State based 
associations to Fleet associations.  This allows each 
fleet to generate its own revenue/expenditures and 
provide closer links between the Association and 
the members.  This will not affect the Victorian 
Association, as there is only one J24 fleet on the bay.

In the last few months, several mast breakages 
have occurred, a concern due to the age of the masts 
and rigging.  The committee is looking at sourcing 
options both locally and in New Zealand and will 
be providing maintenance guidelines to members.

We have changed the venue for the 2018 National 
Championships to Melbourne to enable the J24s to 

participate in the Volvo Round the World stopover 
event.  A number of exciting ideas are being 
considered between Christmas and New Year 
generally around the Docklands so keep a close eye 
on this and please join in the fun as this should be 
a major promotion for our amazing boats. 

See you on the water!

Ron Thomson
President J24 Association Australia

OWNERS! Check your rigs      
By Hugo Ottaway

To be woken from a deep sense of complacency as 
your rig comes tumbling down after nose diving 
the boat with the kite up in 30 knots is a real wake 
up call, to be pre-starting in 25 knots and have the 
vang fitting pull out of the mast as you gybe, to be 
tacking for the start line in 25 knots and have the 
shroud snap inside the roll swage snapping the 
mast in 3 places, to be gybing off Cronulla beach 
and have the boom snap in half and to be sailing 
off a lee shore in Sydney Harbour and have a 
sudden 30 knot gust hit the boat whilst going to 
windward collapsing the spreader and throwing 
the entire mast and sails over the side, putting the 
whole boat and crew in danger of being wash up 
against the rocks, all of this is NO laughing matter.  
And all this has happened to our J24 members 
within the last 4 months.

It is of no surprise to me to read the list above, our 
fleet of J24’s is ageing. One of the fantastic things 
about the J24 is that old boats are still competitive 

and this by its very nature makes them a cheap 
entry into first class senior one design racing. The 
boats that had this happen were past world and 
national championship boats, all well maintained 
and still in the top 10 in the country. We push our 
boats hard, race to the maximum and put all our 
gear under big loads. Most of our fleet (99%) is more 
than 10 years old, and I suspect the majority are 
still racing with the original rigging. It has been 
shown that insurance companies are looking very 
carefully at the age of rigging when assessing claims 
and requesting receipts when considering disputes. 
A new rig for a J24 falls between $5000 for a bare 
section and $8,000 for a full replacement including 
halyards. This in some cases makes a replacement 
mast at more than 50% of the value of the boat!!

As they say “a stitch in time saves nine’ and it is 
certainly time to replace ALL the shrouds and stays. 

The replacement cost of new wires is approximately 
$800, but be sure to get all the pins and 
turnbuckles replaced. In one case, it was a $5 
backstay bridle failure that resulted in a mast in 
three bits!! Expensive to say the least.  It cannot be 
stressed enough how important this is becoming, 
for the sake of the crew’s safety and the cost to 
repair boats and cheque books.

There is a stock of spare masts now in the country, 
for those of you who may consider upgrading. 
During a recent talk by Michael Coxon, CEO of 
North Sails Australia, when asked about the 
competitive age of alloy masts, he answered 5 years 
for an Etchell and 7 for a J. Make of that what you 
will, Kaotic AUS 4771 is at least 15 years old and 
still one of the boats to beat with an original mast.  
That aside, let’s keep the masts in the boat by 
replacing the rigging. 
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Throw out the training 
manual, for sure success.     
By Mr J24

In the run up to this year’s Victorian 
Championships, J’s could be seen tuning up weeks 
before. One competitor observed sailing-training 
during working hours in the days before the 
regatta. Owners were studying tuning and rule 
books, re-profiling keels, cutting out big meals, 
(before weigh-in is a standard for most) and bags 
of new sails could be seen all over the place.  
However, one Champion chose his own way of 
training. To hell with all this, to pronouncements 
“that’s all Bullshit”, this maverick once again 
dispelled theories of a traditional lead up to a 
regatta. There are clearly two ways to approach a 
regatta. Our maverick chose the less conservative 
approach and half way through the regatta, hittin’ 
Ol’ Mr Jim Bean like a tramp eating bag of chips, 
resulting in, at his own admission “I’m still 
pissed” being his only possible utterance on the 
Sunday morning and kissing any girl in sight on 
the lips.  True.

Laugh at your own risk, our little champion then 
fooled us all winning the last race and pinging a 
podium third place. Others seeing Little Champs 
secret training that Saturday night tried to follow, 
but failed. Two Dogs clearly couldn’t match the 
pace, however “The Bottom” who tried almost 
came through in second.  After losing what seemed 
a certain third place, I went back into the “Room 
full of Mirrors”, returning after two days, I have 

decided that it’s time to look and learn. No longer 
will I demand and police sobriety and weeks of 
sexual abstinence from my crew.  It’ll be throw all 
rules to the wind, let the party begin, and I’m sure 
trophies will fall like rain. Never too old to learn 
new tricks of the trade. I say good on ya Champ, 
well sailed!

Monjon Vic State Champs 
2017 – Hail the New Prince
Coulda’beens and shoulda’beens
By Simon Grain

The Blue Prince rounds the top mark on his 
way to the trophy.

With the retiring of the Black Prince from our fleet, 
the aspirations of the many once again become 
confused with the dominance of the few.  Some call 
him the new Blue Prince, others ‘Bloody Brendan’, 
but sportsfans, he seems to have stopped crashing 
and is just plain smashing the rest of us… on a 

regular basis!   First the summer aggregate and 
now capped off with the Vic Champs Crown, 
Brendan Lee sailing By the Lee is fast and clean 
these days. 

He went straight out of the blocks with two wins on 
Saturday morning, fading just slightly to a drop of 
5th but then came back with a 2nd in the 6th and 
sadly, final race on Sunday morning to win by 3 
points as the lack of wind and any redeeming 
finish placing by those affected by mediocrity took 
over the day.

Second and with a real chance of taking the 
regatta out at the end of Saturday was Shane 
Guanaria steering Arthur Crothers’ Kaotic from 
Sydney, one of only two interstate entries this year. 
As the 2018 Nationals have been changed to 
Sandringham, the Kaotic team have started their 
program for a win with this trip south of the border. 

Talking about rising stars, it seems our Vic class 
President has finally found the loud pedal 

(actually he has been loud for years), John Neville 
sailing Vice Versa took out the last race taking him 
from 5th to 3rd in the overall standings, well done 
John… seems the top job might suit the result sheet. 

Promoted as the ‘Balmy Regatta’ it lived up to it’s 
name with great sailing on Saturday morning in a 
warm 12-15kn northerly, with late summer shirt 
and shorts sailing being enjoyable, the breeze fade 
somewhat in the afternoon (in line with the 
placing of yours truly) and the last race of the day 
was shortened to make sure we got a finish. With 
the bulk of the fleet sailing very well and 
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Shane Guanaria, second place getter rounds 
ahead of Hugo Ottaway

Third place President John Neville and crew

The ‘Balmy Regatta’ fleet downwind 
to the finish
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compacting so much, mark rounding is becoming 
a real place winner… or loser!  With a little tide 
flowing on the top mark on Saturday, many boats 
had trouble making it with the tight fleet killing 
the already light breeze for the unfortunates 
struggling to make the mark. 

As usual there is a list of shoulda’beens and 
coulda’beens. Coming in 4th was our own ‘Mr J24’ 
– Hugo Ottaway in Bruschetta VI with a 
coulda’been 3rd, really it could have been, Hugo 
finished on the same points as John Neville, what 
we can say is that Hugo improved his placings 
through the regatta (pretty much) and on that 
track if we had sailed the full 8 races… well you 
know the rest!  Mike Bond in Code Violation 
shoulda’been… further down the pack with 
almost zero racing this season, but came flying 
home to finish 5th. Bugger… shoulda’been better 
was Simon Grain sailing Jet only making 6th and 
only by the good sailing and mental alertness of 
the crew, squeaking in ahead of Kirsty Harris 
sailing Hyperactive on the same points… another 
coulda’been better due to only getting a new stick 
in the boat the day before after losing it over the 
side earlier in the year. 

There are another 10 stories in the 17 boat fleet I am 
sure, some old some new and we welcome our new 
owners, crews and their stories into our J community. 
Darren Cutts only had a few days to play with his 
new boat Joyride, Warren’s old J Force, before 
going into the ring. Warren’s new J Force – the old 
Pacemaker (are you following me so far) 

coulda’been better on previous form.  But the back 
end of the fleet is getting a lesson from the front, 
we are all happy mates ashore… but no quarter is 
given on the race track.  

Doug Macgregor, blistering form some days over 
summer… coulda’been, Ron Thomson, 
shoulda’been way better in this flat water series… 
but still took out the prestigious Thommo Cup, 
Ron’s seriously thinking about upgrading! Thanks 
for coming Janette and crew, we love seeing you 
down here and on the circuit. 

So it all ended prematurely on Sunday when the 
wind went to lunch. We had a last race start time to 
sit and wait for, but for those who stayed reflected 
in the glass – it didn’t. The two horns went off, the 
bar flag went up and we headed for home, only to 
watch a perfect little breeze spring up for the ‘Off 
the beach’ fleet. Grumble, grumble… 

Christ Waters did his first major RO job under the 
tutelage of Wattie, and the rest of the volunteers 
and Club workerbees did their bits…. we, the 
gladiators, thank you once again for your untiring 
efforts. Thanks to Monjon for their sponsorship of 
the event and the class at Sandy.

John Neville in fine form (well actually slowly 
drying out from Saturday night) refused the 
soapbox and MC’d the prizegiving at the level of 
the common man, a scream as usual, The Black 
Prince made time to present the trophies (says he 
doesn’t miss it… I know Herschel does), Ron 
Thomson supervised barbecuing the goodies the 

Victorian Association and Bruce Alexander had 
amazingly conjured up and the thirst was slayed 
by the many.

Luis Ferreiro, our photographer who took the 
amazing pics from the last Nationals here, was out 
on the water and has once again captured the 
spirit of the regatta extraordinarily well, even with 
the wind ‘excitement level’ close to zero. The pics 
here are all his and you can see more (over 400 
pics I think) of the regatta and your own boat at 
his website www.sportsnap.com.au   

The Nationals are at Sandy in January and we are 
in the process of organising interactivity with the 
Volvo Fleet, once this has been achieved we will 
advise of the possibilities to be part of it. There is 
talk of a short practice regatta at Sandy in 
December, but if you feel the need for regatta 
practice, there is the Cronulla Regatta in June and 
the NSW States in November on the harbour (dates 
to be advised).

Hit the Mark!

Hyperactive, new mast and back in the thick of it

Where did that tiller go?

That’ll be some circle work coming up Ron!

Glassed out Sunday!

©Sportsnap.com.au©Sportsnap.com.au
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High 5’s and 5 changes from 
the State Champion
Shortly after the By The Lee team were crowned the 
2017 J24 Victorian Championships for the first 
time, the editor of Hit The Mark reached out to me 
asking me to list a few things we executed well in 
the event and if do overs were available, a few 
things I would do differently. 
My first thought was that I would do nothing 
differently. After all we won the event right? I 
decided to give the request some thought as there is 
always room for improvement.  Below are our 
highs and lows of the event.

HIGHS
1 Went out for a couple of practice runs the week 

leading up to the event to ensure the boat was 
set up for the new sails and remove any 
negative thoughts from my mind

2 Aced five out of six starts (1 was a tad lucky as 
the wind shifted and were 200m from where we 
needed to be on the line. With sails powered up 
we hit the line on time and at speed)

3 As a result of the above, we rounded the top mark 
1st or 2nd in 4 of 6 races. Starting with clear air 
and with speed off the line is >70% of the race

4 When I was behind, I decided never to take a 
transom given the shifty conditions and was 
able to pass boats on the next tack. I learnt this 
from Tom Slingsby in the 2012 Olympics - I 
hear he is a pretty good sailor

5 Kept a cool head. I have been working on this 
over time. It does not help to get wound up. If 
there is stuff up with the spinnaker, it doesn’t 

help getting excited. I have good people on my 
boat and trust they can work things out. 

6 I trusted myself in race 6. In a light north westerly 
the wind always fills in out to sea and was able to 
capitalise on this by putting a tack out to sea and 
picking up some breeze to round mark 1st place.

LOWS (Do overs)
1 I take gybe sets out of the equation when a hitch 

mark is in place; and secondly as a team we 
have not mastered this maneuver. On a couple 
of occasions, we lost out because I chose not to 
get in that gybe on the hitch mark rounding

2 We sailed the last race of Day 1 with far too much 
tension in the rig. This is because I have never 
taken the time to work out how many turns to 
take off or on when the wind either decreases or 
increases. As a result we were quite slow and the 
result reflected this with a 5th but it could have 
just been me making bad tactical decisions

3 I did not make our intentions clear in race 4 at 
a leeward mark rounding resulting in an 
altercation with another boat and dropping 3 
places and only being able to recover 1 of them 
by the end of the race

4 Sailed too far on starboard tack on the first and 
only downwind leg in race 6. Whilst our main 
objective was to cover the Kaotic boat, those 
that gybed earlier were able to close the gap. We 
were fortunate to finish 2nd in that race. 

5 Have a dolphin not bang into our keel when 
doing less than 1 knot of boat speed. Actually, 
that was pretty cool and good to watch! Small 
price to pay…

Hit the Mark!
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They call it… Creep
Creep is when a skipper does one thing to his gear 
or rigging or equipment, then another skipper does 
it and and then another, until more boats have it 
the new way than not.  BUT.  It was illegal in the 
first place.  Awkward!!!  The trouble now being 
everyone has it ‘that way’ so it must be right?  
Wrong!  The latest trend in creep is strops on genoa 
blocks.  The rules state that the “The vertical 
distance from the deck adjacent to the headsail 
track to the load bearing surface closet to the 
deck of the sheave of the turning block shall not 
be more than 110mm”. 

See the photographs below and check yours out 
because sooner rather than later your measurer 
will be.

Legal  ✔ Illegal  ✘

110mm 140mm

Our sponsors
A huge thank you to our sponsors - much of what 
we do as an association would not be possible 
without them.

Most of us know our main sponsor Monjon, who 
we all appreciate enormously, but we have also 
been assisted by Peter Holmes at Iguana Design. 
Pete sailed with Doug on Crackerjack for about 5 
seasons and has been designing the J24 Vic 
branding, posters, tee-shirts and newsletters for the 
last 8 years.

If you need any of the services that our 
sponsors provide, please support them 
as they support us!

iguanadesign.com.au

I G U A N A

■ Graphic design
■ Logos / Branding
■ Advertising
■ Promo brochures
■ Copywriting
■ Illustration
■ PPT presentations
■ Website design
■ Boat graphics

http://monjon.com.au
http://www.iguanadesign.com.au


New J Force  AUS 5333

I had owned the old J Force for about 8 years and 
had loved every minute of it and I often stated that 
it was one of best investments that I had ever 
made.  I loved learning how to sail and the 
challenge of learning how to sail faster.

Before Pacemaker came onto the market I already 
had plans that next year I wanted to upgrade to a 
faster hull.  With Dave Suda on the helm 
Pacemaker has been the fastest boat in the fleet 
for many years so when I saw it up for sale I 
jumped at the opportunity. For me buying 
Pacemaker was a no brainer.  I remember the first 
day I sailed the new boat (old Pacemaker new J 
Force) I felt like the celebrity apprentice, I really 
don’t know what I’m doing but this could be a 
good career move.  What I’ve enjoyed most is that 
we have become more competitive, I know the new 
hull is faster and technically the boat is without 
fault so the challenge now is how do I unlock the 
mystery of actually sailing fast.

A big thank you to my crew who are embracing the 
massive season we have in front of us. We have set 
the goal of qualifying for the worlds in 2018 and 
I’m looking forward to climbing that mountain 
(Editor’s note… or sailing that amazing Lake 
in Italy) with them.

By Warren Campbell

From what this correspondent has gleaned from 
the recent State Titles there is somewhat of a slack 
attitude to protesting with the J24s.  “Too much 
trouble” is heard regularly. “We were at the back so 
what’s the point?” is another.”   “It won’t really 
affect anything”, possibly the worst thing uttered.

Obviously, fact is hard to provide here, so please 
bear with me as I ask questions.  Could it be that 
skippers are not protesting because they are afraid 
of looking like they don’t know the rules?  They 
worry about what one might call social 
embarrassment?  Going to ‘the room’ holds only 
terror?  Don’t know the number or the clause of the 

rule you need to protest?  During the State 
Championships I heard of a boat that went on to 
do very well, barging into the bottom mark 
making all sorts of illegal(!) demands and sailing 
off without a care or consequence, almost banking 
on there being no protest.  I heard of a port/
starboard protest being questioned by the ‘villan’ 
because, as mentioned above, it all happened at 
the back of the fleet.  I heard of protests trying to be 
initiated once the fleet were ashore.  An almost 
impossible task  (If you don’t get the angry flag up 
and shout protest and don’t manage that within 
seconds of the incident, you’ve got virtually zero 

Hit the Mark!
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Call for letters
Please.  Write to us here.  Give us 
your ideas, thoughts, opinions 
(educated or not)… speak and 
be heard.  That’s an open 
invite to everyone.

chance of success).  We also saw scoring queries 
play a huge part on the outcome of podium 
positions.  Quite simply these were race placings 
that whilst recorded properly by the Race Officer on 
the start/finish boat that had been incorrectly 
registered on the computer recorded results.  RO’s 
use audio and sometimes even video to record the 
finishers for just such causes for redress.  Whilst 
sometimes these challenges can seem innocuous 
to the overall results they, on this occasion, showed 
themselves to be vital and it is on that level that 
such investigations are to be encouraged.  Protests 
aren’t always about you.  It is my take on it that 
you actually owe it you your crew and to the fleet, 
who both deserve a fair playing field and outcomes.  
And it is, without question, a debt to the sport of 
racing sail boats, for reasons I really shouldn’t 
have to explain.

Watch out for a Rules
Night… we are 
about due one!

By Doug MacGregor

Me thinks the lady doth protest not enough
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